In the main camp it was very, very tough but on the working party you – you had a little bit of freedom. For instance there was an occasion when one of these Australians killed a sheep because we were on this farm, killed a sheep and got it and put parts in every part different parts of the country. So when the – when the Germans found out that there was a sheep missing, see they said, ‘the Gefängnis did it’, that's ‘the prisoners did it’ you see. So when they came to us and I had to do the talking so I said, ‘What sheep?’ So they said well we think you people killed the sheep so I said, ‘We haven't killed a sheep at all. We think it’s the Polish’. There were Polish people living in the camp, you see, and they were workers, a family of Polish people. We said that we think it's them that they did it. Anyway they refused to say that they did it. They denied it rather. Anyway, so the Germans eventually just left it and we collected the spoils afterwards and cooked it.